"Immortal"

Cavaliers 2014 Snare Feature

Mike McIntosh
Trans. Elijah Jones

\[ \text{Tempo} = 240 \]

**Right Hand Stick Only**

- "Stick goes to left"
- "Left hand cross-over"
- "Right moves 1" away and back"
- "Left hand cross-over"
- "Right takes stick from left"
- "Right wrist turn on rims"
- "Right takes stick from left"
- "Hit Side Rim"
- "Right takes stick back"
- "Stick Goes to Left"
- "Left takes out other stick"
- "Butt moves to edge (5 o'clock)"
- "L Backstick"
- "Stick goes to left"
- "Left hit drum with hand"
- "Play on edge (12 o'clock)"
- "Both Hands Have Sticks"
- "Left hand cross-over"
- "Left hand stays crossed-over"
- "Right moves 1" away and back"
- "Play on edge (12 o'clock)"
- "Move from edge to center"
- "Put sticks away (Ripple)"

---

**Both Hands Have Sticks**

- "Both Hands Have Sticks"
- "Put sticks away (Ripple)"